Abstract-We study the problem of synthesizing a number of likely future frames from a single input image. In contrast to traditional methods that have tackled this problem in a deterministic or non-parametric way, we propose to model future frames in a probabilistic manner. Our probabilistic model makes it possible for us to sample and synthesize many possible future frames from a single input image. To synthesize realistic movement of objects, we propose a novel network structure, namely a Cross Convolutional Network; this network encodes image and motion information as feature maps and convolutional kernels, respectively. In experiments, our model performs well on synthetic data, such as 2D shapes and animated game sprites, and on real-world video frames. We present analyses of the learned network representations, showing it is implicitly learning a compact encoding of object appearance and motion. We also demonstrate a few of its applications, including visual analogy-making and video extrapolation.
INTRODUCTION
F ROM just a single snapshot, humans are often able to imagine multiple possible ways that the scene can change over time. For instance, due to the pose of the girl in Fig. 1 , most would predict that her arms are stationary but her leg is moving. However, the exact motion is often unpredictable due to an intrinsic ambiguity. Is the girl's leg moving up or down? How large is the movement?
In this work, we aim to depict the conditional distribution of future frames given a single observed image. We name the problem visual dynamics, as it involves understanding how visual content relates to dynamic motions. We propose to tackle this problem using a probabilistic, content-aware motion prediction model that learns this distribution without using annotations. Sampling from this model allows us to visualize the many possible ways that an input image is likely to change over time.
The visual dynamics problem is in contrast to two traditional ways to model motion. The first is to assume object motion is deterministic, and to learn the direct mapping from an image's visual appearance to its motion [1] , [2] . These methods are more likely to produce accurate results when there is little ambiguity in object motion (e.g., when long-range videos are available). For single image future prediction, however, the results are unlikely to align with reality. The second way to model motion is to derive its prior distribution, which is invariant to image content [3] , [4] . Understanding motion priors, like understanding image Manuscript received XXXX. T. Xue and J. Wu contributed equally to this work.
priors [5] , is a problem of fundamental scientific interest. However, as the motion we observe in real life is strongly correlated with visual content, methods ignoring visual signals do not work well on future frame prediction.
Modeling content-aware motion distributions is highly challenging mostly for two reasons. First, it involves modeling the correlation between motion and image content; to predict plausible future motion, the model must be able to relate visual content to semantic knowledge (e.g., object parts) in order to generate reasonable motions. Second, natural images lie on a high dimensional manifold that is difficult to describe precisely. Despite recent progresses on applying deep learning methods for image synthesis [6] , building a generative model for real images is far from being solved.
We tackle the first problem using a novel convolutional neural network. During training, the network observes a set of consecutive image pairs from videos, and automatically infers the relationship between them without any supervision. During testing, the network then predicts the conditional distribution, P (J|I), of future RGB images J (Fig. 1b) given an RGB input image I that was not in the training set (Fig. 1a) . Using this distribution, the network is able to synthesize multiple different image samples corresponding to possible future frames for the input image (Fig. 1c) .
We use a conditional variational autoencoder to model the complex conditional distribution of future frames [7] , [8] . This allows us to approximate a sample, J, from the distribution of future images by using a trainable function J = f (I, z). The argument z is a sample from a simple (e.g., Gaussian) distribution, which introduces randomness into the sampling of J. This formulation makes the problem of learning the distribution more tractable than explicitly modeling the distribution.
To synthesize complex movement of objects, we proposed a novel layer-based synthesis network. The network splits an image into multiple segments and then uses a layered model to predict how each segment moves. This is a much easier task than modeling the motion of an entire image. Note that Predicting the movement of an object from a single snapshot is often ambiguous. For instance, is the girl's leg in (a) moving up or down? We propose a probabilistic, content-aware motion prediction model (b) that learns the conditional distribution of future frames, and produces a probable set of future frames (c). This schematic illustrates the idea behind our method, but does not show actual results produced by our model.
here we call each layer of an image as a segment to avoid confusion with convolutional layers. This layered prediction model synthesizes motion using a novel cross-convolutional layer. Unlike in standard convolutional layers, the values of the kernels are image-dependent, as different images may have different motions. Our model has several advantages. First, avoiding blurry outputs, the model does not directly synthesize the output image, but instead transforms pixels in the input frame based on sampled motion parameters. Second, the model only samples the movement of each layer, instead of all the pixels or a dense flow field. Because the motion of each layer lies on a lower-dimension manifold, its distribution is easier to model and the network can sample more diverse and realistic motions.
We test the proposed model on four datasets. Given an RGB input image, the algorithm can correctly model the distribution of possible future frames, and generate different samples that cover a variety of realistic motions. Our system significantly outperforms baselines in quantitative evaluation, and our results are in general preferred by humans in user studies.
We present analyses to reveal the knowledge captured by our model: the cross convolutional network is able to discover semantically meaningful parts that have coherent motion patterns in an unsupervised fashion; and the latent representation z in the variational autoencoder is in essence a compact, interpretable encoding of object motion, as visualized in Section 6. Our model has wide applications: we demonstrate that it can be applied to visual analogymaking and video extrapolation straightforwardly, with good qualitative and quantitative performance.
RELATED WORK

Motion priors.
Research studying the human visual system and motion priors provides evidence for low-level statistics of object motion. Pioneering work by Weiss and Adelson [4] found that the human visual system prefers slow and smooth motion fields. More recent work by Lu and Yuille [9] found that humans make similar motion predictions as a Bayesian ideal observer. Roth and Black [5] analyzed the response of spatial filters applied to optical flow fields. Fleet et al. [3] also found that a local motion field can be represented by a linear combination of a small number of bases. All these works focus on the distribution of a motion field itself without considering any image information. On the contrary, our context-aware model captures the relationship between an observed image and its motion field.
These prior works focused on modeling the distribution of an image's motion field using low-level statistics without any additional information. In real life, however, the distribution of motion fields is not independent of image content. For example, given an image of a car in front of a building, many would predict that the car is moving and the building is fixed. Thus, in our work, rather than modeling a motion prior as a context-free distribution, we propose to model the conditional motion distribution of future frames given an input image by incorporating a series of low-and high-level visual cues.
Motion or future prediction. Given an observed image or a short video sequence, models have been proposed to predict a future motion field [10] , [11] , [12] , [13] , [14] , future trajectories of objects [2] , [15] , [16] , [17] , [18] , or a future visual representation [19] . However, unlike in our proposed model, most of these works use a deterministic prediction model [11] , [19] , which cannot model the uncertainty of the future.
Concurrently, Walker et al. [14] identified the intrinsic ambiguity in deterministic prediction, and has proposed a probabilistic prediction framework. Our model is also probabilistic, but it directly predicts the pixel values rather than motion fields or image features.
Parametric image synthesis.
Early work in parametric image synthesis mostly focused on texture synthesis using hand-crafted features [20] . More recently, works in image synthesis have begun to produce impressive results by training variants of neural network structures to produce novel images [21] , [22] , [23] , [24] . Generative adversarial networks [6] , [25] , [26] and variational autoencoders [7] , [8] have been used to model and sample from natural image distributions. Our proposed algorithm is also based on the variational autoencoder, but unlike previous works, we also model the temporal consistency between frames.
Video synthesis.
Techniques that exploit the periodic structure of motion in videos have also been successful at generating novel frames from an input sequence. Schödl et al. proposed to shuffle frames from an existing video to generate a temporally consistent, looping image sequence [27] . This
(a) Ground truth motion distribution Fig. 2 . A toy example. Imagine a world composed of circles that move mostly vertically and squares that move mostly horizontally (a). We consider three different models (b-d) to learn the mapping from an image to a motion field. The first row shows graphical models, the second row shows corresponding network structures, and the third row shows estimated motion distributions. The deterministic motion prediction structure shown in (b) attempts to learn a one-to-one mapping from appearance to motion, but is unable to model multiple possible motions of an object, and tends to predict a mean motion for each object (the third row of (b)). The content-agnostic motion prior structure shown in (c) is able to capture a low-dimensional representation of motion, but is unable to leverage cues from image appearance for motion prediction. Therefore, it can only recovers the joint distribution of all objects (third row of (c)). The content-aware probabilistic motion predictor (d) brings together the advantages of models of (b) and (c) and uses appearance cues along with motion modeling to predict a motion field from a single input image. Therefore, the estimated motion distribution is very close to the ground truth (compare the last row and (a) and (d)).
idea was later used in video inpainting [28] , and was extended to generate cinemagraphs [29] and seamlessly looping videos containing a variety of objects with different motion patterns [30] , [31] . While these techniques are able to generate high-resolution and realistic-looking videos, they are often applicable only to videos with periodic motions, and they require a reference video as input. In contrast, we build an image generation model that does not require a reference video during testing.
Recently, several neural network architectures have been proposed to synthesize a new frame from observed frames. They infer the future motion either from multiple previous frames [1] , [32] , user-supplied action labels [33] , [34] , or directly model the joint distribution of all frames without conditioning on the input [35] . In contrast to these approaches, our network takes a single frame as input and learns the conditional distribution of future frames without any supervision.
FORMULATION
In this section, we first present a rigorous definition for the visual dynamics problem. Using a toy example, we then discuss three approaches to this problem, and show how the approach we take in our proposed model is more suitable for the task than the other two. We further present how our approach could be realized with a conditional variational autoencoder.
Problem Definition
In this section, we describe how to sample future frames from a current observation image. Here we focus on next frame synthesis; given an RGB image I observed at time t, our goal is to model the conditional distribution of possible frames observed at time t + 1.
Formally, let {(I (1) , J (1) ), . . . , (I (n) , J (n) )} be the set of image pairs in the training set, where I (i) and J (i) are images observed at two consecutive time steps. Using this data, our task is to model the distribution p θ (J|I) of all possible next frames J for a new, previously unseen test image I, and then to sample new images from this distribution (θ is the set of model parameters). In practice, we choose not to directly predict the next frame, but instead to predict the difference image v = J − I between the observed frame I and the future frame J (also known as the Eulerian motion). The task is then to learn the conditional distribution p θ (v|I) from a set of training pairs
A Toy Example
To understand how to design a model to best characterize the conditional distribution of object motion, consider a simple toy world that only consists of circles and squares. Circles mostly move vertically, while squares mostly move horizontally. As shown in Fig. 2a , the ground truth distribution of a circle is (v x , v y ) ∼ N ((0, 0), (0.2, 1)) and the distribution of a square is N ((0, 0), (1, 0.2)), where N ( µ, σ) is a Gaussian distribution with mean equals to µ and diagonal variation equal to σ. Using this toy model, we discuss how each of the three models shown in Fig. 2b -d is able to infer the underlying motion.
Approach I: Deterministic motion prediction.
In this structure, the model tries to find a deterministic relationship between the input image I and object motion v (Fig. 2b) . In our toy world, I ∈ {circle, square} is simply the binary label of each possible object and v is a 2D motion vector * . In order to evaluate this model, we generate a toy training set which consists of 160,000 samples as follows. For each sample, we first randomly generate the object label I with equal probabilities of being circles or squares, and then sample the 2D motion vector of the object based on its label. The model is trained by minimizing the reconstruction error i ||v (i) − f (I (i) )|| on this toy training set. The two other models we will soon introduce are also trained on this toy dataset. † One drawback of this deterministic model is that it cannot capture the multiple possible motions that a shape can have. Essentially, the model can only learn the average motion of each object, I. The third row of Fig. 2b shows the estimated motion of both circles (the red cross) and squares (the green cross). Since the both circles and squares have zeromean, symmetric motion distributions, this method predicts a nearly static motion field for each input image.
Approach II: Motion priors.
A simple way to model the multiple possible motions of future frames is to use a variational autoencoder [7] , as shown in Fig. 2c . This model contains a latent representation, z that encodes the intrinsic dimensionality of the motion fields. The network that learns this intrinsic representation z consists of two parts: an encoder network f that maps the motion field v to an intrinsic representation z (the gray network in Fig. 2c , which corresponds to p(z|v)), and a decoder network g that maps the intrinsic representation z to the motion field v (the yellow network, which corresponds to p(v|z)). During training, the network learns the latent representation z by minimizing the reconstruction error on the training set i ||v
A shortcoming of this model is that the network does not see the input image when predicting the motion field. Therefore, it can only learn a joint distribution of both objects, as illustrated the third row of Fig. 2c . Thus, during test time, the model is not be able to disambiguate between the specific motion distribution of circles and squares.
Approach III: Probabilistic frame prediction.
In this work, we combine the deterministic motion prediction structure (approach I) with a motion prior (approach II), to model the uncertainty in a motion field and the correlation between motion and image content. We extend the decoder in (2) to take two inputs, the intrinsic motion representation z and an image I (see the yellow network in Fig. 2d , which corresponds to p(v|I, z)). Therefore, instead of solely being able to model a joint distribution of motion v, it is now able to learn a conditional distribution of motion given the input image I.
In this toy example, since squares and circles move primarily in one (although different) direction, the intrinsic motion representation z only records the magnitude of motion along their major and minor directions. Combining the intrinsic motion representation with the direction of motion inferred from the image content, the model can * . Although in practice we choose v to be the RGB intensity difference between consecutive frames (v = I − J), for this toy example we define v as the 2D motion vector.
†. The last row of Fig. 2 shows actual predictions by our model trained on this dataset.
correctly model the distribution of motion. Fig. 2d shows that the inferred motion distribution of each object is quite similar to the ground truth distribution.
Conditional Variational Autoencoder
In this section, we will formally derive the training objective of our model, following the similar derivations [7] , [8] , [36] . Consider the following generative process that samples a future frame conditioned on an observed image, I. First, the algorithm samples the hidden variable z from a prior distribution p z (z); in this work, we assume p z (z) is a multivariate Gaussian distribution where each dimension is i.i.d. with zero-mean and unit-variance. Then, given a value of z, the algorithm samples the intensity difference image v from the conditional distribution p θ (v|I, z). The final image, J = I + v, is then returned as output.
A variational upper-bound. In the training stage, the algorithm attempts to maximize the log-likelihood of the condi-
. Assuming I and z are independent, the marginal distribution is expanded
Directly maximizing this marginal distribution is hard, thus we instead maximize its variational upper-bound [7] . Each term in the marginal distribution is upper-bounded by
where
) is the variational distribution that approximates the posterior p(z|v (i) , I (i) ), and z (i,l) are samples from the variational distribution. Recall that z and I (i) are independent, so that p z (z|I (i) ) = p z (z). Please see Section 9 for detailed derivation of Eq. (1). For simplicity, we refer to the conditional data distribution, p θ (·), as the generative model, and the variational distribution, q φ (·), as the recognition model.
In practice, we always choose L = 1. Therefore, the upper bound of the KL-divergence can be simplified as
If the assumption that I and z are independent does not hold, we can convert a latent variable that depends on I to one that does not, without affecting the expressiveness of our generative model, as suggested by Sohn et al. [36] , [37] .
Distribution reparametrization.
We assume Gaussian distributions for both the generative model and recognition model ‡ , where the mean and variance of the distributions are functions specified by neural networks, that is §
‡. A complex distribution can be approximated as a function of a simple distribution, such as a Gaussian. This is referred to as the reparameterization trick [7] .
§. Here the bold I denotes an identity matrix, whereas the normal-font I denotes the observed image. 
Training only where N ( · ; a, b) is a Gaussian distribution with mean a and variance b. f mean is a function that predicts the mean of the generative model, defined by the generative network (the yellow network in Fig. 2d ). g mean and g var are functions that predict the mean and variance of the recognition model, respectively, defined by the recognition network (the gray network in Fig. 2d ). Here we assume that all dimensions of the generative model have the same variance σ 2 , where σ is a hand-tuned hyperparameter.
The objective function. Plugging Eq. (3) and Eq. (4) in to Eq. (1), for L = 1 (only use one sample for each training iteration) we obtain the objective function that we minimize for each sample:
where z (i) is sampled from the distribution defined by Eq. (4), and λ is a constant. During training, we use stochastic gradient descent to minimize the variational lower bound defined in Eq. (5).
We will describe in Section 4 the neural networks that define the generative function f mean and recognition function g mean and g var .
METHOD
We present an end-to-end trainable neural network structure, defining the generative function f mean and recognition functions g mean , and g var . Once trained, these functions can be used in conjunction with an input image to sample future frames. We first describe our newly proposed cross convolutional layer, which naturally characterizes a layered motion representation [38] . We then explain our network structure and demonstrate how we integrate the cross convolutional layer into the network for future frame synthesis.
Layered Motion Representations and Cross Convolutional Networks
Motion can often be decomposed in a layer-wise manner [38] . Intuitively, different semantic segments in an image should have different distributions over all possible motions; for example, a building is often static, but a car moves.
To model layered motion, we propose a novel cross convolutional network (Fig. 3) . The network first decomposes an input image pyramid into multiple feature maps (segments) through an image encoder (Fig. 3c) . It then convolves these maps with different kernels (Fig. 3d) , and uses the outputs to synthesize a difference image (Fig. 3e) . This network structure naturally fits a layered motion representation, as each feature map characterizes an image segment and the corresponding kernel characterizes the motion of that segment. In other words, we model motions as convolutional kernels, which are applied to feature maps of images at multiple scales.
Unlike a traditional convolutional network, these kernels should not be identical for all inputs, as different images should be associated with different motions (kernels). We therefore propose a cross convolutional layer to tackle this problem. The cross convolutional layer does not learn the weights of the kernels itself. Instead, it takes both kernel weights and image segments as input and performs convolution during a forward pass; for back propagation, it computes the gradients with respect to both convolutional kernels and image segments.
The characteristics of a cross convolutional layer naturally fit the layered motion representation, as we can think of each feature map as an image segment, and the corresponding kernel characterizes the layer's motion. In other words, we model motions as convolutional kernels, which are applied to image segments (layers) at multiple scales. Concurrent papers [34] , [39] have also explored similar ideas. While they applied the learned kernels on input images, we jointly learn image segments and kernels without direct supervision.
Network Structure
As shown in Fig. 3 , our network consists of five components: (a) a motion encoder, which is a variational autoencoder that learns the compact representation, z, of possible motions; (b) a kernel decoder, which learns the motion kernels from the compact motion representation z; (c) an image encoder, which consists of convolutional layers extracting segments from the input image I; (d) a cross convolutional layer, which takes the output of the image encoder and the kernel decoder, and convolves the image segments with motion kernels; and (e) a motion decoder, which regresses the difference image from the combined feature maps. We now introduce each part in detail.
During training, our motion encoder (Fig. 3a) takes the current frame and a difference image as input, both at resolution 128×128. The network then applies six 5×5 convolutional and batch normalization layers (number of channels are {96, 96, 128, 128, 256, 256}) to the concatenated images, with some pooling layers in between. The output has a size of 256×5×5. The kernel encoder then reshapes the output to a vector, and splits it into a 3,200-dimension mean vectors z mean and a 3,200-dimension variance vector z var , from which the network samples the latent motion representation z ∼ N (z mean , z var ). The motion encoder takes the current frame as input, in addition to the motion image, so that it can learn to model the conditional variational distribution (q θ (·) in Eq. (5)).
Next, the kernel decoder (Fig. 3b) sends the 3,200 = 128×5×5 tensor into two additional convolutional layers, each with 128 channels and a kernel size of 5. They are then split into four sets, each with 32 kernels of size 5×5.
Our image encoder (Fig. 3c) operates on four different scaled versions of the input image I (256×256, 128×128, 64×64, and 32×32) ¶ . At each scale, there are four sets of 5×5 convolutional and batch normalization layers (number of channels are {64, 64, 64, 32}), two of which are followed by a 2×2 max pooling layer. Therefore, the output size of the four channels are 32×64×64, 32×32×32, 32×16×16, and 32×8×8, respectively. This multi-scale convolutional network allows us to model both global and local structures in the image, which may have different motions.
The core of our network is a cross convolutional layer (Fig. 3d) , which, as discussed in Section 4.1, applies the kernels learned by the kernel decoder to the feature maps (layers) learned by the image encoder. The cross convolutional layer has the same output size as the image encoder.
Our motion decoder (Fig. 3e) starts with an up-sampling layer at each scale, making the output of all scales of the cross convolutional layer have a resolution of 64×64. This is then followed by one 9×9 and two 1×1 convolutional and batch normalization layers, with {128, 128, 3} channels. These final feature maps (layers) are then used to regress the output difference image. ¶. For the input image of size 128 × 128, we used five different scales instead. In that case, the size of motion vector is 4,000 (= 5 × 5 × 32 × 5).
Training and testing details. During training, the image encoder takes a single frame I (i) as input, and the motion encoder takes both input frame I (i) and the difference image
is the next frame. The network aims to regress the difference image that minimizes the objective function Eq. (5).
During testing, the image encoder still sees a single image I; however, instead of using a motion encoder, we directly sample motion vectors z (j) from the prior distribution p z (z) (therefore, the gray part in Fig. 3 is not used in testing) . In practice, we use an empirical distribution of z over all training samples as an approximation to the prior, a.k.a. the variational distribution q φ (z) in the literature, as Doersch et al. [40] show that this sampling strategy works better than sampling from the prior distribution p z (z). Our sampling of z is independent of the input image I, satisfying the independence assumption discussed in Section 3.3. The network then synthesizes possible difference images v (j) by taking the sampled latent representation z (j) and an RGB image I as input. We then generate a set of future frames {J (j) } from these difference images:
EVALUATIONS
We now present a series of experiments to evaluate our method. We start with a dataset of 2D shapes, which serves to benchmark our model on objects with simple, yet nontrivial, motion distributions. Following Reed et al. [41] , we then test our method on a dataset of video game sprites with diverse motions. In addition to these synthetic datasets, we further evaluate our framework on real-world video datasets. Again, note that our model uses consecutive frames for training, requiring no supervision. Visualizations of our experimental results are also available on our project page .
Movement of 2D Shapes
We first evaluate our method using a dataset of synthetic 2D shapes. This dataset serves to benchmark our model on objects with simple, yet nontrivial, motion distributions. It contains three types of objects: circles, squares, and triangles. Circles always move vertically, squares horizontally, and triangles diagonally. The motion of circles and squares are independent, while the motion of circles and triangles are correlated (when the triangle moves up, the circle moves down). The shapes can be heavily occluded, and their sizes, positions, and colors are chosen randomly. There are 20,000 pairs for training, and 500 for testing. Fig. 4 shows the results. Fig. 4a and Fig. 4b show a sample of consecutive frames in the dataset, and Fig. 4c shows the reconstruction of the second frame after encoding and decoding with the ground truth image pairs. Fig. 4d and Fig. 4e show samples of the second frame; in these results the network only takes the first image as input, and the compact motion representation, z, is randomly sampled. Note that the network is able to capture the distinctive motion pattern for each shape, including the strong correlation of triangle and circle motion.
To quantitatively evaluate our algorithm, we compare the displacement distributions of circles, squares, and triangles . Our project page: http://visualdynamics.csail.mit.edu Results on the Shapes dataset containing circles, squares, and triangles. For a given frame (a) our goal is to predict probable motion. In (b) we show the ground truth future frame. Notice how squares move horizontally, circles vertically, triangles diagonally, and the triangle's motion is correlated with the circle's. Our model is able to reconstruct the motion (c) after encoding and decoding with the ground truth image pairs. By sampling from the latent representation, we can also synthesize additional novel future frames with probable motion (d). In (e), we show zoomed-in regions for these samples. Note the significant variation among the sampled frames. Ground truth
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Circles Squares Triangles Circles-Triangles The motion of the sampled data is consistent with the ground truth motion distributions. Left: for each object, comparison between its ground-truth motion distribution and the distribution predicted by our method. It shows the network learns to move circles vertically, squares, horizontally, and the motion of circles and triangles is correlated. Right: KL divergence between ground-truth distributions and distributions predicted by three different algorithms. Our network scores much better than a simple nearest-neighbor motion transfer algorithm.
in the sampled images with their ground truth distributions. We sample 50,000 images and use the optical flow package by Liu et al. [42] to calculate the mean movement of each object. We plot them in Fig. 5 as well as the isolines using the contour function in MATLAB.
We also compute their KL-divergence. Here, we divide the region [−5, 5] × [−5, 5] into 41 × 41 bins and approximate the predicted distribution with the 2D histogram. We compare our algorithm with a simple baseline that copies the optical flow field of the closest image pairs from the training set ('Flow' in Fig. 5) ; for each test image, we find its 10-nearest neighbors in the training set (the retrieval is based on 2 -distance between query image and images in the training dataset), and randomly transfer one of the corresponding optical flow fields. To illustrate the advantage of using a variational autoencoder (VAE) over a standard autoencoder, we also modify our network by removing the KL-divergence loss and sampling layer ('AE' in Fig. 5 ). Fig. 5 shows our predicted distribution is very close to the groundtruth distribution. It also shows that a VAE helps to capture the true distribution of future frames.
Movement of Video Game Sprites
We evaluate our framework on a video game sprites dataset * * , also used by Reed et al. [41] . The dataset consists of 672 unique characters; for each character, there are 5 animations (spellcast, thrust, walk, slash, shoot) from 4 different viewpoints. The length of each animation ranges from 6 to 13 frames. We collect 102,364 pairs of neighboring frames for training, and 3,140 pairs for testing. The same character does not appear in both the training and test sets. Sampled future frames are shown in Fig. 6 . From a single frame, our method captures various possible motions that are consistent with those in the training set.
As a quantitative evaluation on the success rate of our image synthesis algorithm, we conduct behavioral experiments * * . Liberated pixel cup: http://lpc.opengameart.org Percentages (%) of results labeled as real by human subjects Percentages (%) of results labeled as real by human subjects on Amazon Mechanical Turk. We randomly select 200 images, sample a possible next frame using our algorithm, and show them to multiple human subjects as an animation side by side with the ground truth animation. We then ask the subject to choose which animation is real (not synthesized). An ideal algorithm should achieve a success rate of 50%. In our experiments, we present the animation in both the original resolution (64×64) and a lower resolution (32×32). We only evaluate on subjects that have a past approval rate of >95% and have also passed our qualification tests. Fig. 6 shows that our algorithm significantly outperforms a baseline that warps the input by transferring one of closest flow fields from the training set. Our results are labeled as real by humans 41.2% of the time at 32×32, and 35.7% of the time at 64×64. Subjects are less easily fooled by 64×64 images, as it is harder to hallucinate realistic details in high-resolution images.
Movement in Real Videos Captured in the Wild
To demonstrate that our algorithm can also handle real videos, we collect 20 workout videos from YouTube, each about 30 to 60 minutes long. We first apply motion stabilization to the training data as a pre-processing step to remove camera motion. We then extract 56,838 pairs of frames for training and 6,243 pairs for testing. The training and testing pairs come from different video sequences. Fig. 7 shows that our framework works well in predicting the movement of the legs and torso. Specifically, the algorithm is able to synthesize reasonable motions of the human in various poses. The Mechanical Turk behavioral experiments also show that the synthesized frames are visually realistic. In particular, our synthesized images are labeled as real by humans 36.7% of the time at a resolution of 32×32, and 31.3% of the time at 64×64.
Given an input frame, how often can our algorithm sample realistic motion? We have run an additional human study to evaluate this: for each of 100 randomly selected test images, we sample 100 future frames at 128×128, and ask AMT subjects whether the two consecutive frames, one real and one synthesized, characterize realistic human motion. The success rate is 44.3% (averaged over the 100 test images), with a standard deviation of 4.3%.
Synthesizing images with realistic human motion is challenging. Traditional methods often require a high quality 3D model of the human body for real-time synthesis and rendering [44] . Although our algorithm does not require a 3D model, it can still simulate how a human moves between frames. Note that synthesized large motions in our results often happen around locations corresponding to skeletal joints, implying that our model has an implicit understanding of the structure and correlation between body parts.
At last, we test our algorithm on realistic videos in the wild. We use the PennAction dataset [43] , which contains 981 sequences of diverse human motion with complex backgrounds. We extract 7,705 pairs of frames for training and 987 pairs for evaluation. To remove trivial panning motions, we detect the human in each frame [45] and crop each frame to center the subject.
The results are shown in Fig. 9 . While in-the-wild videos Fig. 8 . Learned layers on the Shapes dataset (left), the Sprites dataset (top right), and the Exercise dataset (bottom right). Our system is able to implicitly discover semantic structure from this self-supervised task. On the Shapes dataset, it learns to detect circles and triangles; it also detects vertical boundaries of squares, as squares always move horizontally. On the Exercise dataset, it learns to respond to only humans, not the carpet below them, as the carpet never moves. The network learns a sparse latent representation, encoding high-level knowledge using minimal bits.
are more challenging, our model synthesizes multiple realistic future frames from a single image. Especially, when synthesizing future frames, our model keeps the original background intact, suggesting the learned motion representation separates the region of interest from the background.
In the future, we aim to develop prediction models that are able to better handle more complex visual scenes.
ANALYSES
In this section, we present an analysis of the learned network to demonstrate what it captures. In particular, we visualize the learned feature maps (Section 6.1), and show that the network implicitly learns object and edge detectors. Additionally, we compute statistics of the latent representation (Section 6.2) to verify that the network is learning a compact, informative representation of the motion manifold. We then visualize certain dimensions of the latent representation to reveal their meanings (Section 6.4).
Visualizing Learned Layers
Our network synthesizes the movement of objects by first identifying layers in the input and transferring each layer. Therefore, we expect that the these layers carry both lowlevel information such as object contours, and high-level information such as object parts.
To verify this, we visualize the learned feature maps (Fig. 3b) in Fig. 8 . Even without supervision, our network learns to detect objects or contours in the image. For example, we see that the network automatically learns object detectors and edge detectors on the shapes dataset. It also learns a hair detector and a body detector on the sprites and exercise datasets, respectively. The part detectors have a sharper boundary on the shapes dataset than on the other two. This is because the shapes dataset has well-defined concepts of independently movable parts; in contrast, body parts in real videos have indistinguishable motion distributions.
The Sparsity of the Latent Representation z
Although our latent motion representation, z, has 3,200 dimensions, its intrinsic dimensionality is much smaller. We show statistics in Table 1 . There are two main messages. First, z mean is very sparse. There are 299 non-zero elements of z mean in the shapes dataset, 54 in sprites, and 978 in exercise. The sprites dataset requires fewer non-zero elements than the shapes dataset, because while the visual appearance of the characters are more complex, their motion falls into a few predefined categories (e.g., thrust) and is thus simpler than the continuous motion of the shapes. Second, the independent components of z are even fewer. We run principle component analysis (PCA) on the z mean s obtained from a set of training images, and find that for each dataset, only a small fraction of components cover 95% of the variance in z mean (5 in shapes, 5 in sprites, and 47 in exercise). . This shows the system is learning to encode motion information in a compact way. Also, as the motion in the Exercise dataset is more complex, the system needs more bits for encoding (c.f ., Table 1 ).
z logvar through the motion encoder (Fig. 3a) . The first row shows the distribution of z mean and the second row shows the distribution of z logvar . The x-axis in each figure corresponds to the 3,200 dimensions in z mean and z logvar . For each dimension k, the blue region reflects the interval
where mean(z k ) is the mean of the 1,000 values in the k dimension for the 1,000 samples, and std(z k ) is the standard deviation. One interesting observation from Fig. 10 is that, for most dimensions, z mean is very close to 0 and z var is very close to 1 (z logvar equals to 0). This is because the training object Eq. (1) minimizes the KL divergence between N ( 0, I) and N (z mean , diag(z var )) † † , and the minimizer of the KL divergence is z mean = 0 and z var = 1.
However, not all dimensions of z mean and z logvar are 0, and those non-zero dimensions actually encode the semantic information of how objects move between frames. Recall that to calculate the compact motion representation z, the motion encoder first estimates z mean and z var from two input frames, and then samples z from N (z mean , diag(z var )). Let us rewrite the sampling as z k = z mean,k + k z var,k , where k is a dimension index and k is a random Gaussian noise with zero mean and unit variance. If z var,k is large, the corresponding dimension in the motion vector z is mostly corrupted by the random Gaussian noise, and only those dimensions with small z var,k are able to transmit motion information for next frame synthesis.
In other words, z mean carries the actual motion information, while z var is an indicator of whether a dimension is being actively used. This corresponds to our observation in Fig. 10 , where only uncorrupted dimensions (i.e., those with small z var ) have non-zero z mean . Similar discussions were also presented by Hinton and van Camp [46] and concurrently by Higgins et al. [47] .
To further demonstrate how KL-divergence criterion ensures the sparsity of motion vector z, we also vary the weight of KL-divergence criterion λ during training. As shown in Fig. 11 , when λ is small, most of dimensions of log(z var ) are smaller than 0, and z mean is not sparse (left of Fig. 11 ). When we increase λ, the network is forced to encode the information in a more compact way, and the learned representation becomes sparser (right of Fig. 11 ).
All these results suggest that our network has learned a compact representation of motion in an unsupervised fashion, and encodes high-level knowledge using a small number of bits, rather than simply memorizing training samples. In the next subsection, we will also illustrate what motion information is actually learned.
Varying the Size of the Latent Representation
We have explored the sparsity of the latent representation z, suggesting the model learns to encode essential information using only a few bits, despite z itself has 3,200 dimensions. Here, we conduct an additional ablation study to understand Dimensions of z log (
(d) Fig. 13 . We visualize the effect of varying individual dimensions in the latent representation z, revealing the system is learning a disentangled, interpretable motion representation. For the dimensions whose log-variance is smaller than 0 (a-c), they record a certain type of motion. For example, dimension (a) corresponds to humans move upwards, dimensions (b) and (c) correspond to moving arms, hair, or legs to the left. For the dimensions whose log-variance is very close to 0, they record no motion information: changing the value of dimension (d) results in no motion in predicted frames.
the minimal number of dimensions that are necessary for the network to initialize the learning process.
We experiment on the Shapes dataset. Table 1 tells us that our model can learn to encode motion information using only 5 dominating PCA components. We therefore explore 4 different sizes of z: 8, 32, 128, and 3,200, as shown in Fig. 12 . All networks converge regardless of the dimensions of z, with a slight difference in convergence time (the network with smaller z takes longer to converge). Also, the number of dominating PCA components is always small (3-5), suggesting that as long as the dimension of the latent representation z is larger than its intrinsic dimension, the model consistently learns to encode the information compactly, regardless of its dimension.
Visualizing the Latent Representation
We visualize the encoded motion by manipulating individual dimensions of the representation z, while keeping other dimensions constant. Through this, we have found that each dimension corresponds to a certain type of motion. We show results in Fig. 13 . On the exercise dataset, varying one dimension of z causes the girl to stand-up, and varying another causes her to move her leg. The effect is consistent across input images, showing individual dimensions in the On the Shapes+Texture dataset, our model is able to complete shapes with their corresponding texture after hallucinating their motion.
Reference
Input + Prediction
Reference Input + Prediction Fig. 15 . Results on visual analogy-making, where we want to transfer the motion in a reference pair to a target image. We conduct experiments on two datasets, Sprites and Exercise, and mark the predicted frames in red. Our algorithm is able to transfer high-level motion (e.g. downwards motion of a human body, as opposed to pixel-wise motion) in a semantically plausible way. The first three models (Add, Dis, and Dis+Cls) are from Reed et al. [41] . Compared with them, our model achieves lower errors.
latent vector z carries abstract, higher-level knowledge. Also notice that only dimensions with smaller variance z var contains semantic motion information (Fig. 13a-c ). Manipulating dimensions with variances close to 1 results in no significant motion (Fig. 13d) .
Handling Disocclusions
Synthesizing future frames often involves handling disocclusions. Here we systematically evaluate it on a new dataset, Shapes+Texture, where the primitives in the Shapes dataset now have horizontal (squares), vertical (triangles), or checkerboard patterns (circles). Fig. 14 shows our model handles disocclusions well, correctly synthesizing the object texture even if it's not visible in the input. This is further supported by Fig. 8 , showing the network learns feature maps that corresponding to amodal segments of shapes.
APPLICATIONS
Our framework models a general problem and therefore has a wide range of applications. Here we present two possible applications of our framework: visual analogy-making and extrapolation for generating video sequences.
Zero-Shot Visual Analogy-Making
Recently, Reed et al. [41] studied the problem of inferring the relationship between a pair of reference images and synthesizing an image analogy by applying the inferred relationship to a test image. For example, the character shown in the top row of Fig. 15a leans toward to the right; the task is to transfer its leaning motion to the target, bottom-left image. The method by Reed et al. requires a set of quadruples during supervision (two source images and two target images). In contrast, our network is able to preform this task without first training using the quadruple sets. Specifically, we extract the motion vector, z, from two reference frames using our motion encoder (Fig. 3a) . We then use the extracted motion vector z to synthesize an analogy-image given a new test image. In this way, our network learns to transfer motion from a source pair to the target image, without requiring any form of supervision (see Fig. 15 ). As shown in Table 2 , our algorithm out-performs that by Reed et al. [41] .
Extrapolation
Our network can also be used to generate video sequences by extrapolation. In Fig. 16 , we synthesize videos from a single image by simply repeatedly applying the sample motion. Given an input image frame I 1 and sampled motion vector z, we first synthesize the second frame I 2 from the first frame I 1 and motion vector z, and then synthesize the third frame I 3 from the second using the same motion vector. We see that our framework generates plausible video sequences. Recent work on modeling transitions across possible motions [48] , could serve as alternative way to extend our framework to longer-term video generation. Compared with most of previous deterministic video synthesis networks [1] , [32] , our approach can sample multiple possible ways a person can move, as shown Fig. 16 . One limitation of this approach is that artifacts gradually emerge over time. It may be possible to reduce these artifacts using a learned image prior [49] .
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed a novel framework that samples future frames from a single input image. Our Fig. 16 . Generating video sequences by repeatedly applying a sampled motion representation z. Our model is able to synthesize reasonable videos of human moving in various ways, though artifacts gradually emerge over time (e.g. the thighs become bigger in the top-right example).
method incorporates a variational autoencoder for learning compact motion representations and layer-based synthesis algorithm to generate realistic movement of objects. We have demonstrated that our framework works well on both synthetic and real-life videos. The key component of our frame synthesis model is to decompose an input image into different layers and model the movement of each layer through a simple convolutional network. This motion can well model the motion of a single deformable object, like human body. In the future, we would also like to extend it to handle more complicated motion and stochastic motion, e.g., water flowing.
Current results also suggest that our probabilistic visual dynamics model may be useful for additional applications, such as inferring objects' higher-order relationships by examining correlations in their motion distributions. Furthermore, this learned representation could be potentially used as a sophisticated motion prior in other computer vision and computational photography applications.
where z (i,l) are samples from the variational distribution q φ (z|v (i) , I (i) ) and C is a constant. Eq. (10) is the variation lower bound that our network minimizes during training.
In practice, we simply generate one sample of z (i,l) at each iteration (thus L = 1) of stochastic gradient descent, and different samples are used for different iterations. By defining λ = 1/(2σ 2 ) and taking the negative of the right-hand side of Eq. (10) , we get the objective function to minimize in training (Eq. (5)):
